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List of the victims of the, MKO attacks on the cities of

Soleyman bak, kefir and Kelar.
The attack was carried out by order and in coordination

with the Iraqi army to suppress people in the Iraqi

Kourdistan.

1- Dr.Mohammad Amin Mirza~ .physician~ resident of Kelar. injured.

2- Saler Mohammad Amin ~ student~ resident of Kelar ~ killed.

I 

Pajar Kelari, resident of Kelar, killed.

, resident of Kelar Killed.

resident of Kelar Killed.5- Zoha

; resident6-

7- injured.

, injured.8-

injured.

'Kelar, injured.
, ; injured.

~

of Kelar.
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Victim: 

Salar)Date: 
March.25.1991

She 

was in her)

tank bullet j
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MKO military attack on the city of Kelar.

I shot by MKO tank.

Dudeh, Dentist and Zaha
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Victim: Khandeh Hossein Darvish, student.
Age (at the time of incident): 2
Place of incident: City of Kelar, Iraqi Kurdestan.
Date: March. 25, 1991

The incident: She was injured on head, face and hands in the
military attack of MKO on the city of Kelar as a result of a tank

bullet hitting their cal:
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Members of Mr.Hossein Darvish family. He was

badly injured in the MKO military attack on the

city of Kelar on March 25,1991.

~~~
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Place of
Date:

The incident: He lost his hand limbs of his body were
badly injured in on the city of Kelar and

as a result of tank bullet hitting his car.
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Victim: Hamzeh
Age (at the time of
Place of incident: City of Kelar,
Date: March.25.1991

He was injured on left hand and feet in the MKO military ,.

on the city of Kelar and as a result of tank bullet hitting his
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student.

Iraqi Kkurdestan.

She was injured on left hand in the military attack of
of Kelar as a result of tank bullet hating her cat:MKO on
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, student.

The the right leg during the
the city of Kelar as a result ofattack of
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Mohammad I

in the military
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Family members of Edalat Jabar Hosseini.

He lost his life in the MKO military attack on the

city of Kelar on March 25,1991. He was married
with two children -., t old mother, as
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Victim: Salmeh
Age: 25
Place of incident:
Date:
Note: She is

The
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List of MKO agents arrested while carrying

out terrorist operations. They took part in apress 

conference with representatives of news
.

agencIes.

1- 

Masoumeh Malek Seyd Abadi

2- Arash Sameti Pour

3- Houra Shalchi

4- Mir Gha/our Seyeddi

5- Saeid Sangar

(j- Mohammad Ghomi

7- Ali Karimi

8- Hoshiyar Fekri
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(This is before the Press Conference on 12 April, 2001)
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MKO and its related associations had addressed

Marjan Malek by titles such as rapacious female

lion who in a holy suicide lighted like a comet. A

mythic who joined the myth. Shiny star. An honor

for warrior women. Peerless stone of the time...
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The following bodies, who side with MKO terrorist group,
made statements in Europe and U.S. after Marjan Malek

was announced by MKO as being killed.

2 -Association of Iranian Women -USA

3 -Association of Iranian Women -UK

4- Association of Free Iranian Women -Norway

5 -Democratic Association of Iranian Women -Italy

7 -Association of Iranian Women -France

8 -Association of Iranian Women -Denmark

~

9 -Association of (Iranian) Women -Netherlands

10 -Association of Iranian Women -Yotobouri

(supporters of NCR)

11 -Association of Iranian Women (Canada)
/~

,.;!
~~

April 17, 2001
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Picture of Masoumeh Malek Seyed Abadi, arrested member of

MKO, addressing international news agencies on April 12, 2001.

On March 2001, Masoud Rajavi, leader ofMKO, claimed that

she had been killed in a suicide operation in combat with

government forces and that she was a hero. But she is alive today

Holland,

to Iran

she
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After joining MKO, She was forced to divorce her

husband and leave her child. Then she went to Iraq

to get terrorist and military training. After her

programmed instructions, and along with Marjan

Malek, she was sent to Iran to carry out an artillery

attack on residential parts of the capital, Tehran.

She was arrested after her terrorist act, on her way

back to Iraq.
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Arash Sameti Pour, the arrested MKO member

.to the representatives of

on Apri112, 2001

He was recruited to MKO in

came to Iraq

USA. 

After preparatory training he.-and 

military training. He was

dispatched to Iran, accompanied Baimani to assassinate Mr.

During the operation,

one 

of his hands as a result of a

explosion. He was. arrested.

Baimani 

was killed in j

while 

crossing the Iran -Iraq border)

IS 

J
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of fake identification documents of MKO

terrorist teams.
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Fake Iranian identifications
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